
 

ADDENDUM #1 

FOR 

Bid – PCCA Condenser Water Pump Replacements. 
Dated October 20, 2017             

 

Questions: 

1. Are there prevailing wage requirements? Answer: Prior to submitting a Proposal, each 
Proposer must familiarize itself with all current working conditions, including but not 
limited to the labor environment and all applicable laws, codes, ordinances, contracts, 
agreements, rules and regulations that will affect the delivery of the services to be 
provided by the Proposer.  

2. Is insulation required on any of the piping in this project? Answer: No 

3. Is there glycol in existing chilled water loop? Answer: No.  If so, please provide size of 
loop and percentage of glycol present that needs to be maintained. 

4. Are we permitted to set up a crane at a point directly below louver/damper that pumps 
are to be rigged through? Answer: Crane will be allowed on loading dock. Exact location 
will be determined during construction. 

5. Are we to provide new wiring between the VFDs and MCC? Answer: Yes 

6. Note # 6 on Dwg MCS directs us to extend and reconnect chem treatment and pump 
drain piping. The extent of this work is not clearly shown. Please advise. Does the 
convention center have a preferred water treatment vendor we should get pricing from 
for this scope of work? Answer: Any chemical feed piping that is required to be removed 
to perform your work will have to be reinstalled by the contractor. 

7. Specs say to coordinate pump shutdowns with PA Convention Center.  Can the system 
be isolated within the mechanical space so that the entire system does not need to be 
drained.? Answer: NO Will the owner take care of draining and refilling since they are 
most familiar with the system? Answer: Maintenance staff will assist contractor 

8. Can more than one pump be taken out of operation at a time? Answer: Assume one 
pump taken out of operation at a time. 

9. Are we to exclude controls from our pricing, since Siemens will be providing a price 
directly to the convention center? Answer: Yes, PCCA will get pricing for controls and 
VFD’s from SIEMENS. Contractor will be responsible to coordinate installation with 
SIEMENS. 



10. Will we be required to pay permit fees? Answer: Yes  Will permits be obtained through 
the State of PA, or the City of Philadelphia? Answer: State of PA 

11. Some of the drawings make reference to an alternate to replace pumps P-4 and P-7. 
However, there is no space for these alternates on the bid form. please advise. Answer: 
No alternate pricing required with this bid. 

12. Drawing M6.1, Keynote #5 calls for permits to be expedited at servicers expense. Will 
this be required? Answer: Contractor is responsible for obtaining all required permits. 

13. Will the Convention Center provide us with a tax exempt form so we do not have to pay 
sales tax on equipment? Answer: No 

 

Clarifications: 

1. All SIEMENS BAS work should not be included in this bid. SIEMENS will be providing 
pricing for their required work on this project directly to PA Convention Center 
Authority. Contractor will be required to coordinate with SIEMENS on the installation. 

2. Unitized EPR carbon/SiC standard seals for the pumps are acceptable. 

3. Contract Time of Completion: 365 Days from Notice to Proceed. 
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